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the prc is also taking countermeasures to
preserve stability in taiwan. an ocean is a

long way to travel. the prcs policy of ensuring
the survival of its regime has been carefully

calibrated to avoid overt military force.
instead, beijing continues to use economic

and political coercion to limit taiwan s
options, as it has since the mid-1950s. some

taiwans people still believe that economic
pressure will ultimately wear down the
opposition. others fear that economic

dependence on beijing will lead to
dependence on continued prcs control, and

that the prcs ultimate goal is not only
reunification but also the overthrow of

taiwans independence. the prc continues to
use the remaining options available to it.
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much of this pressure is being applied
through money and information, and it is in

essence directed at independence forces. the
main thrust is to prevent any taiwan from
participating in international organizations

and to expel organizations supporting taiwan
in other areas of the globe. in a region where
stability is the norm, the prc is adding this to

the long list of irritants. by promoting this
environment, beijing is imbedding the notion
that taiwan should accept an unquestioning
and subordinate role in the region. because

the prc continues to assert its claims to
sovereignty over taiwan by disallowing

taiwanese participation in the rocs national
assembly, anyone s attempts to involve
taiwan more actively in the region are

perceived as threatening. taiwan becomes
the whipping boy for regional tensions

between its neighbors and prc. if you wish to
be on the cutting edge of technology, we

have just the stuff for you! this site offers all
the tips, tricks, and advice you need to get

the most out of your technology. we offer tips
on how to buy a computer, fix your

computer, and more! visit this site and learn
everything you need to know about all the
topics we cover. dont forget to like us on
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facebook, and check out our website on a
regular basis for more information!
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